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This is an interesting era when both the research world and library world are experiencing big changes; in the research world, networked data intensive research is fast becoming the new scientific paradigm, and in the library world, librarians are trying to partner with researchers deeper into their research process. As the researchers are using and sharing more and more data, libraries are starting to provide data curation, access, and computing support; thus creating a new niche of library data services.

At Rutgers, the main campus library has taken charge of the institutional data curation responsibilities, and the John Cotton Dana Library at Rutgers’ Newark Campus, one of the Rutgers University branch libraries, has many experienced reference librarians who have been very competent in helping users to identify and access research data. In order to address the emerging data computing needs, the Dana Library has created a new Data Services Librarian position.

It’s very exciting that several research centers and institutional departments on the campus have approached the library to express their data computing needs. A continuous conversation is going on between them and the library to try to define our role and capacity to help them with their needs. Although the needs of the centers and departments are being addressed, it is more challenging to address the data analysis needs of graduate students, a big user group, who are not as aware of the new services provided by library and whose data analysis needs are not specifically voiced to the library. My expertise in multiple statistical software packages has helped me to get to know the graduate students’ data analysis needs and to help them through different venues. When working with these students, I always keep in mind that these are the future e-researchers, who are the main players in a new academic world where networked data intensive practices are the normal way of conducting research. With this in mind I try to integrate more than simply technical support, which are usually offered by the university’s lab or computing services departments.

The Rutgers-Newark campus computing labs are equipped with multiple statistical software packages, but instructional support for using these tools is not available other than during students’ research method classes, where the main focus of the class is statistics or research methodology and not how to use the software. The library was aware of other universities offering introductory classes on these data analysis packages; we decided to see if starting similar services at Rutgers was something students would be interested in.

In order to better understand students’ specific interests and disciplines, I sent an online survey via email to the whole graduate student body. Within just a few days, more than 160 students responded. Of these responses 142 showed interest in library workshops on using data analysis software.
Interestingly, the results of the survey showed that individual students and departments/schools have unique preferences towards the kinds of software they want to learn more about. For example, Business School students are more interested in learning SAS (Statistical Analysis System); students from the School of Public Affairs and Administration are more interested in Stata, and students from departments in the Graduate School look for training in SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences).

Encouraged by the survey results, I started to offer workshops on using data analysis software SPSS, Stata, and SAS. Some students even sign up to learn all the packages. In response, I created a section comparing different software in terms of their particular advantages and disadvantages in order to help users choose the appropriate tool for their own projects.

In these introductory workshops, I included best practices of doing social science data analysis, especially on issues of documenting the analysis process by using program syntax file, rather than merely using the point-and-click menu options. I discussed the importance of doing research within the mindset of keeping their analysis easily replicable, because it makes their work efficient, especially in a team based collaborative academic environment, and it makes their work honest and potentially testable in long-term scientific procedures in a broader community of researchers. The new e-scientific paradigm needs not only more open data, but also a new research culture and practice that makes deep level of research sharable and replicable. This is why I think that teaching current graduate students, the future researchers, to develop a habit of documenting data analysis, extremely valuable.

Contextualizing data analysis within a broader process of research life cycle is another feature that I have been trying to integrate into my introductory workshops on statistical software packages. Through my experiences of working with students who brought their concrete data analysis difficulties to me, I realized that many problems could have been avoided if they had a better design of their research from the very beginning, even before they began collecting data. Graduate students have difficulties and are guideless about how to organize and clean the raw collected data in a way that turns it into a ready-to-analyze standard dataset. All of these issues require graduate students to have a broader view of the research process, because determining how data can be applied begins at earlier stages. In my workshops, I recommended document with guidelines on preparing research data in case they need it to process their current data and plan for future projects. I stress the importance of the holistic view of doing research: having a better plan at the beginning with the future analysis and possible result in mind.

Storing and organizing research data and analysis files are another problematic area that students seldom learn from their classes. During my conversations with the students, I have not heard concerns about data file management and archiving their data for the long term preservation and sharing. It’s quite understandable since they are in their early stages as researchers and because even their faculty have just started to learn about these issues or may not even realized that these problems exist. The library world is by far the most enthusiastic group about advocating for data management best practices, and several of the leading library data services have been developing valuable guides for researchers. In response I have participated in maintaining a library guide on the topic with the data services librarian and will present it in all the workshops that I teach. Student feedback from the workshops has
been positive, and they appreciated the resources in our library guides, although they don’t know yet whether these are going to be practically useful for them right now.

The librarian’s role as educator has now extended into that of research partner, and within this new role librarians are quickly learning how to best serve the needs of users in this evolving digital and e-science academic world. Data services librarians are essential to providing services that address the new needs and issues related to all aspects of data based research processes. As this new function within libraries emerges we need to continually learn about data services needs, to adapt to users whose expressed needs are often vague and even unrealized. It is so exciting to be able to lead users, especially the future researchers, to think more broadly than their current project’s concerns, to develop good documentation habits, and to be prepared for a new research environment.
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